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Sir John Churchill, first duke of Marlborough, was one of the greatest military commanders
in history. He held the office of Captain-General 1690-91 and 1702-11. During the War of the
Spanish Succession he was commander-in-chief of the armies of Great Britain and the
Netherlands. His greatest victories over the French were Ramillies (1706), and Oudenarde
(1708).
But it is for the Battle of Blenheim (1704), in which Anglo-Austrian forces, led by Churchill
and the Austrian general, Prince Eugene of Savoy, defeated the French and Bavarians under
the French marshal Camille de Tallard and the Elector Maximilian II Emanuel of Bavaria,
that Churchill is best remembered.
Churchill's achievements were matched by his ambition. He was always ready to accept, and
often actively sought, appropriate recognition for his undoubted talents. The dukedom of
Marlborough is the only one now in existence to have been conferred on a man who was born
the son of a commoner, and with no prospect of inheriting either a title or large estates1.
Another unique distinction which Churchill eagerly accepted- though his influential wife,
Sarah, was opposed2, was the rank and title of a prince of the Holy Roman Empire. This was
conferred upon the duke by a grateful Emperor Leopold I, after the victory at Blenheim. The
principality of Mindelheim followed in 1705. No British subject before or since ever received
such a rank3.
The present duke is John George Vanderbilt Henry Spencer-Churchill. His British titles are
duke of Marlborough (Eng 1702), marquess of Blandford (Eng 1702), earl of Sunderland
(Eng 1643), earl of Marlborough (Eng 1689), baron Spencer (of Eyemouth, Eng 1603), baron
Churchill (of Sandridge, Eng 1685).
The great duke's only son, John Churchill, Marquess of Blandford, had died of small-pox at
Cambridge in February 1703, only two months after his father had been created duke of
Marlborough and marquess of Blandford4. These titles had been created with the usual
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remainder to his heir male. To prvent their extinction with the death of the first duke, his
English titles, the manor of Woodstock, granted 28th January 17055 with of 22,000 acres in
Oxfordshire, Blenheim Palace6, and a pension of £5,000 a year on the Post Office, were
settled on his heirs female by the Duke of Marlborough Annuity Act 17067.
John Churchill was succeeded on his death by his eldest daughter, Henrietta, as duchess of
Marlborough in her own right. Her son William Godolphin, marquess of Blandford, died in
1731, and on her death she was succeeded as third duke by Sir Charles Spencer, his son, who
was also her nephew as Henrietta's sister Lady Anne Churchill, had married Charles Spencer,
third earl of Sunderland. Sir Charles Spencer's younger brother, the Honourable John
Spencer, of Althorp, Northamptonshire, was the ancestor of the earls Spencer.
The fifth duke took the surname Spencer-Churchill in 1817, but the dukes are direct
descendants of John Churchill, first duke of Marlborough, through his second daughter.
The statute 6 Anne c 6 did not affect the imperial titles, which accordingly became extinct
upon the death of the great duke of Marlborough, in 1722. Therefore Henrietta, duchess of
Marlborough, the second of the line, though herself a princess of the Holy Roman Empire,
was also the last of the line to enjoy imperial honours. She could not pass the title to her son,
nor could it pass to Sir Charles Spencer, earl of Sunderland, and third duke of Marlborough.
Neither could they be princes of Mindelheim, though, in part, for different reasons.
Most reference books describe the current duke of Marlborough as a prince of the Holy
Roman Empire (1704), and prince of Mindelheim (1705). This, at least in part, is incorrect.
How could this confusion arise? To answer that we must look at the circumstances of the
creation.
The duke wrote to Sarah 4th June 1704 that Count Johann Wenzel Wratislaw, envoy of
Leopold I, had told him that the Emperor wanted to make him a prince of the empire, with a
territory and a seat in the imperial Diet8.
Count Wratislaw conveyed to the duke a proposal to create him a sovereign prince of the
Holy Roman Empire9.
The emperor sought the formal approval of the Queen10. This was duly given11.
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Difficulties were now seen. There were no imperial lands available. Churchill was a new
man, only a small country gentleman, from a country at the very edge of Europe. But, though
faced with the opposition of the largely German imperial nobility, the emperor felt personally
committed to grant Churchill at least an honorific title12.
Imperial titles descend in accordance with the conditions of the original grant. Most of these
are to all male descendants and daughters. Thus the sons of a duke would be dukes, and each
would pass the title to their sons, and so on ad infinitum. But, in the case of a sovereignty,
only the eldest son of the eldest son would actually be the ruler (masculine primogeniture),
though all male members of the family would share the title.
Although daughters would have the style of princess, they would not pass this to their own
sons or daughters.
The title of prince of the Holy Roman Empire was granted to Churchill, all his children, heirs
and lawful descendants, male and female. But did this mean male descendants and daughters,
or was it to mean the heirs of his daughters also?
Churchill himself may have assumed that it did, when he wrote:
What is offered will in historie for ever remaine an honour to [our] family13.

He was either assuming that the title was subject to a special remainder, so that it would pass
through a daughter, or that he would have a son to succeed him. Yet the evidence indicates
that the former interpretation was not shared by the German princes. In any case, as he was 54
years old, the birth of a son was not altogether out of the question, though Sarah duchess of
Marlborough was by then too old to bear a child.
Emperor Leopold informed Churchill on the 28th August 1704 that he had created him a
Prince of the Empire, with the rank of Highness, and addressed him as "Most Illustrious
Cousin and most dear Prince"14. This title was to be for himself and his heirs male and
female. But Churchill had wanted an effective principality, not an empty title15. Wratislaw
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told the emperor that a principality would be necessary to avoid offending a man on whom
the empire still depended16.
This was eventually granted, and Churchill was created prince of Mindelheim, Suabia, 18th
November 1705, by Leopold's son, Emperor Joseph. Churchill was invested at an imperial
Diet at Innsbrück on the 24th May 1706. Thus Churchill was finally to have a seat in the
imperial diet.
But what was the nature of this title? The honorary status of prince of the Holy Roman
Empire might be granted to certain individuals, and might become effective in time, if the
conditions were met. These individuals included:
(i) Independent sovereigns outside the Empire (such as the Sovereign Military Order of
Malta17);
(ii) Sovereigns who were vassals, but outside its territory (i.e. the Prince of Piombino);
(iii) Members of the Empire, like the Princes Kinsky or Paar, and those who never had a vote
or seat, but held a seat as count in one or several of the four comital councils, or who had
neither a vote nor a seat in the imperial Diet (as Salm-Reifferscheidt-Raitz18); and
(iv) Foreigners of note, like the Princes Chigi or Orsini19, Orloff or Potemkin, Lubomirski or
Radziwill20.
The effective co-states of the Holy Roman Empire, or Reichsstand, had to meet three
requirements: (i) holding of an immediate fief of the Empire; (ii) a vote (votum virile) and a
seat in the imperial Diet; and (iii) direct participation in the expenses of the empire. Not all
states met all three requirements, so one may distinguish between effective and honorary
princes of the Holy Roman Empire21. Churchill wished for, and received, the former.
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The King of Prussia had proposed a grant of the principality of Donauwörth. However,
Churchill received Mindelheim, which had been bought by an Elector of Bavaria in the
sixteenth century. It was confiscated from Elector Max Emmanuel in 1704 for his treachery,
and effectively occupied after the battle of Blenheim.
The principality of Mindelheim was situated south of the Danube. 28 miles south-west of
Augsburg, and 48 miles west of München. It covered an area of 15 square miles22, and had an
income of £1,500. Churchill had to meet the cost of investiture, which was reduced to £4,500
from the usual £12-15,000. He also avoided wartime imperial tax of £6,000. But he was
holding of an immediate fief of the Empire, had a vote and a seat in the imperial Diet, and a
direct participation in the expenses of the empire. His principality was effective, and not
merely honorary.
The king of Prussia, through his representative the prince of Anhalt-Dassau, moved that the
title should descend successively to all the heirs of Churchill's body. But the princes were
opposed. The lack of a male heir would prevent the Churchill's becoming hereditary princes
of the empire, and was essential to their agreement. Thus no special remainder was
provided23.
Churchill visited Mindelheim in late May 1713, receiving royal honours from his subjects24.
But the fate of the principality, and of Churchill's effective sovereignty, depended upon the
ultimate peace treaty.
Mindelheim was lost 1714 to the Elector of Bavaria under Treaty of Utrecht, without
compensation25. But the duke retained the rank of prince. He died without male heir 1722,
and was succeeded by his daughter in his British titles26. The duchess was succeeded by third
duke (her grandson) 1733, from whom the present duke is descended.
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It has been suggested that after Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 Mindelheim was exchanged for the
county of Mellenburg, Upper Austria, which was then elevated into a principality by Emperor
Charles VI27. But other sources state simply that Emperor Charles VI wrote apologetic letters
to Churchill28.
Churchill lost his seat and vote in the imperial Diet, a price he thought worth losing in the
cause of peace. His descendants might have become one of the mediatised houses of the
empire.
Mediatised houses are those families that occupied sovereign territories within the Holy
Roman Empire and its successor states in what is now modern Germany and Austria. But not
every intermediate state enjoyed the same status. Some princes were mediatised, though they
were never independent, such as those members of the Diet ad personam ("personaliter").
Mediatised duchies, principalities and counties of the Empire included princes entitled to a
collective vote as members of one of four comital councils. Mediatised ducal, princely and
countly families (the "standesherm") were concentrated in Suabia, Franconia, and the
Wetterau in north-west Germany.
But these were a creation of the last years of the eighteenth century and the early part of the
nineteenth, by which time the German-dominated princes had largely forgotten the upstart
Englishman. More importantly, no special provision had been made for his imperial titles to
pass to the issue of his daughters. The imperial titles thus expired with the death of his
younger daughter, Lady Mary Churchill (duchess of Montagu), in 1751.
Whatever the situation regarding his imperial lands and titles, Churchill's British titles, and
his estate at Woodstock, were subject to special statutory provisions, and passed to the heirs
of his daughters.
The current duke is tenant in tail in possession of one of nine United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) World Heritage Sites in England, and the
only one a stately home still lived in by a descendant of its original owner.
Statutory restrictions on the disposal of Crown lands necessitated the statute 3 & 4 Anne c 6
(1704). Due to the death of the marquess of Blandford, and the increasingly unlikely
prospects for a son and heir, a special remainder to the titles was provided by 6 Anne c 3
(1706). In event of failure of his male issue, the titles, and Blenheim Palace, were to pass to
Churchill's daughters and their male issue in tail male severally in succession with remainders
over29.
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An estate tail which has been granted by the Crown in consideration of money or services, the
reversion remaining in the Crown, cannot be barred, or ended30. In certain cases where estates
have been granted for eminent services, or where family arrangements are confirmed by Act
of Parliament, holders of the estates who are tenants in tail are forbidden by statute to bar the
entail31.
An estate tail, or an entailed estate, now takes effect as an entailed interest, though commonly
still called an estate32. The widest estate which is entailed is limited to a man and the heirs of
his body without restriction as to the wife of whom the heirs are to be born or of the sex of
the heirs33. A similar limitation is to a woman and the heirs of her body34. These are an
"estate in tail general".
It is also possible to restrict the heirs to heirs male or heirs female, called an "estate in tail
male general"35, or "estate in tail female general"36. In a tail male, the son of a daughter
cannot inherit37.
An estate may be limited to a specific couple, making it an "estate in tail special"38. This may
also be limited to heirs male or female39.
A limitation to a man and the heirs of his body other than the eldest son is good40.
Before 1926 a entailed estate could be created by deed, will or executory instrument41. From
1926 to 1996 they could only be created by deed42. Since the coming into force on 1st January
1997 of the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996 it has not been possible to
create any new entailed interests43. However, was well as dating from 1705, the Blenheim
estate is backed by statutory authority.
An entail meant that an estate could not be alienated. This served the purpose of preserving
an estate from possible spendthrifts.
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Ironically, however, in 1993 a new settlement was proposed, with the current duke as one of
three trustees. The trust fund would be held in trust to pay income to duke for his life, and
subject to protective trusts for the marquess for life. This was apporved by the Chancery
Division of the High Court, in the face of opposition by the present marquess of Blandford44.
The marquess, a long-time drug addict, was regarded as unfit to manage the estate.
Blenheim is only the best known of a number of entailed estates. Other settled estates include
the Bolton estates45, settled in 1535 by Lord Mountjoye46, and the Abergavenny estates47,
settled in 155548, and alienated by the Marquess of Abergavenny's Estate Act 194649.
The Wellington estates were entailed by the Act for an annuity etc. to the Duke of Wellington
1813-1450. This was altered by the Wellington Museum Act 1947, and replaced by the
Wellington Estates Act 197251.
The (private) Act for an annuity for Lord Nelson 180652 established the Trafalgar estates and
the Nelson annuity. The annuity was terminated by the Trafalgar Estates Act 194753. The
Pendrell annuities, which do not include land, date from the time of King Charles II54.
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The present duke of Marlborough enjoys his titles, not because of any special remainders in
the patents of creation, but because of an Act of Parliament. This Act had no bearing upon the
imperial titles conferred upon the first duke, which thus descend in accordance with the
original instruments of creation.
The title of prince of the Holy Roman Empire, conferred in 1704 upon all his children heirs
and lawful descendants, male and female, expired in 1751. It was not what would be called in
English law, an estate in tail general. It is rather a limitation to all male descendants and
daughters, or what might be called an estate in tail male general.
Similarly, the title (and principality) of prince of Mindelheim, granted in 1705 to all male
descendants and daughters, reverted to the emperor in 1722, as it could not pass to a daughter.
More importantly, in the Treaty of Utrecht 1714 the principality passed to Bavaria. The right
of the duke of Marlborough to use the style and title was lost.
As recipients of unprecedented imperial honours, it is fitting that the greatest monument to
the great duke, Blenheim Palace, should be entailed to the dukes of Marlborough for all time.
But it is a pity that the imperial honours were not subject to special remainders, so that the
current duke might enjoy them.
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